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In this paper, we proposed a traffic-based intrusion detection system framework in IPv6/4 environments and a traffic-based intrusion method. Through the establishment of a mathematical model to identify the relationship among detection time, memory usage and classification, we achieved a highly effective detection method which considered both traffic characteristics and rule characteristics. Lastly, we implemented it over Snort. The experiment shows using the method that we proposed, reduces greatly the rule set that per packet or event need to be detected, improves the detection efficiency, can be utilized to solve the high package-loss problem of IDS . In the same condition, whether in terms of the detection speed or in the memory usage, our method outperforms Snort. It also proves the validity of our method.



1 SYSTEM FRAMEWORK With the development of large-scale high-speed internet network attacks and the increasing of the intrusion detection complexity, IDS (Intrusion Detection System)[1-4]is up against a new challenge. To solve the problem which the high-speed environment brings, we proposed a traffic-based IDS framework in IPv6/4 environments (Figure 1 ):



Module (TBAM), and collaborative analysis and control centre. Each part is one kind of loose coupling relation and mutually independent each other. The framework can be realized by distributed architecture and used to solve mass data detection problems under the large-scale high-speed network environments. The main function of the data collection module is to collect data from the entire network and send it to the other modules; for the collector in distributed architecture, its main task is to obtain more comprehensive and accurate critical information. Traffic-based analysis module is used to analyze the raw data from data collector and give the simple analysis of attack and send the results to other modules. Traffic-based analysis module is made up of the module that generates the rule-matching tree, traffic-based rule-matching tree structure, trafficbased detection module, secure communication module, response mechanisms, data formatting, and configuration management module.



Figure 2: Traffic-based intrusion detection System



From Figure1 we can find, the entire framework is composed of three parts, which includes Data Collection Module (DCM), Traffic-based Analysis



Collaborative analysis and control centre is the high level of the overall framework. It uses Petri nets[5] to model complex attacks and generate rules from complex attacks which are used to detect information from low-level alarm. Because we use the technology such as alarm correlation, information fusion to enhance credibility of alert, it may improve the accuracy of alert and have lower false positives rate and lower false negatives rate to resolve the problem that current IDS faced.



And in pattern matching system, the change of each attack characteristic requires the attack characteristic database to add a representative record. This makes the characteristic database larger, increases the computation amount and also improves the packet loss rate. Then it will generate the possibility of more attacks missed. Attackers sometimes utilize the flaw to attack intrusion detection system itself, and escape the intrusion detection.



2.2



Traffic-Based Rule Classification Method



We pre-treat the data received through the value of protocol fields, on the basis of whether the values of protocol fields match to the packets or not, determine the sets of the applicable rules. The advantage of that is it makes a large number of rules which don’t match the protocol fields be abandoned. In Snort[7], rules realize the classification by pre-treating the destination port and source port. Snort decide the usable rule collection which server for next step by checking value of the TCP port of packet. Difference is that our approach is to use the characteristics of
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Disadvantages of Current Common Pattern Matching
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Figure 3 Protocol fields work on classification 100
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Because common pattern matching[6] mostly adopts checking every packet received and compares the head of the packet with attack characteristics database, for full laden Ethernet, the calculation amount needed will be (attack characteristic byte number) ×(packet byte number) ×(packet number per second)×(attack characteristic number of the database).On the assumption that one attack characteristic has 20 bytes, the average packet is 300 bytes,30,000 packet per second, the database has 2,000 attack characteristics, there are 360,000,000,000 bytes calculation amount per second. In less traffic network the 100 MB network environment can still work. Since the development speed of network has been far greater than the development speed of processor, such a calculation rate will be difficult to competent for GB network environment today.
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By analyzing the current detection method, we can draw the conclusion that network environment change and rule classification asymmetry would seriously affect the IDS detection speed, even we adopt the current popular protocol analysis technology. For higher performance, we argue IDS should adapt the traffic characteristics and rule characteristics.



traffics and rules to classify rules (Figure2 and Figure3).
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Among them: Formula can be described as: for any field Ri, can be used for n values classified, which respectively are V1, V2，…, Vn, the corresponding rule number of each value Vi is ri, the corresponding traffic packets include Pi, the total number of rules is r, The number of traffic packets is p, the percentage of the rule number needs to be detected of each packet on average to the total rule number is represented as follow: n Pr = ∑ ( r i × p ) × 1 0 0 /(r × p ) i i= 1 (1) Figure2 and Figure3 show Protocol fields working on classification. For different protocols, through various rule fields classified, we educe the percentage of the rule number needs to be detected of each packet on average to the total rule number. Here we use rule matching library of Snort2.2.0.The traffic is the data of a period of time collected in the real environment. From Figure2 and Figure3, for TCP protocol, the amounts of rules of each package that need to be detected occupy the least percentage of the total number of rules when we classify rules by the destination port. The second is destination IP



field. Others occupy a larger percentage over 90%; For UDP protocol, the first is destination IP field, the Second is destination port field; For ICMP protocol, the first is ICMPTYPECHECKEQ. The second is destination IP field; the third is ICMPCODECHECKGT; For IP protocol, the first is destination IP. The second is IPPROTOCHECKEQ. Over all, the first is destination IP and then the destination port. Therefore, under a certain environment, different fields influence classification differently. This gives us an inspiration, for rules classification, we could not implement it with static method, but built dynamically according to practice environment. Considering whether the package content matches a special string or not is a very time-consuming and effort-consuming operation, but check the value of protocol field is very simple. Therefore, we choose only the value of protocol field to carry on the classification, avoid the time-consuming string matching operation. In order to be able to use various protocol fields to classify the rule database, first, we must pre-treat the rules to form a level model rule matching tree. Each level in the tree shows checking a protocol field. Each layer has multiple values as a selection of specific values of protocol fields which is used to group, then using these values to decompose the rules. Figure4 is an example of the matching tree; the rule fields in the tree are matched with hierarchy, as can be used to determine the available rules. For each TCP protocol packet, it first checks the destination port, find a matching value, if not leaf nodes, continue to match the next layer field, if a leaf node, it selects the corresponding rules. Through Figure 4, if the destination port is 80, the next step is to check the destination IP address, to judge the destination IP is whether the internal network IP addresses, and then select the corresponding operation is to choose rule sets or the next match.



repeat the rules and the storage of additional structure needs too much memory, may outweigh. However, a simple maintenance to this level index structure and the storage of each specific value for each protocol field will consume a large amount of memory. ·The storage for each additional structure and rule sets need mass memory. For the additional data structure of many rapid and more patternmatching and the rule sets used must be stored in memory. This structure may be the hash table in Wu-Manber algorithm, or the state table in the Aho-Corasick algorithm. · The replication of rule also needs memory. Assuming that the grouping of the second floor should be consisted through two protocol fields, the grouping amount maybe have been an exponential increase. Therefore, due to the constraints of memory, all the protocol features can not be chose, for each protocol field, all values can not be maintained.



2.2



Algorithm Experimental Results



2.3.1. Experiment environment In IPv4 network, we collect datum of the three periods. We respectively use Snort and the Snort we improved (PASnort for short) to carry on experiments. The data obtained from experiments are recorded in Figure. Machine configurations: CPU Intel (R) 4 2.00GHz; system windows 2000. Rule Sets: all the rules of Snort 2.2.0.



2.3.2. Detection Efficiency Test. 100000 50000 0



data1 data2 data3



Figure 5: Detection Efficiency



Figure 4: Rules Match If you create a rule matching tree by using all the feature fields and the whole values will cause two problems: First, the location of specific available rules will be a waste of time, and the other is to



Detection efficiency P is represented with the amount of disposing packets per second. The start working time detected is represented with Tstart. The end time detected is represented with Tend. The times which are the amount of packets detected of the called module are represented with Num, then, P = Num / (Tend-Start). The experiment indicates (Figure 5): When the features of simple packets are similar to the characteristics of traffics detected, the



detection rate of our approach increased nearly 20 percent than the original method.



2.3.3 Results of the Memory Usage M represents the memory which is used when the system operates normally. Reduction rate of memory = (1-AWSnort/Snort) * 100. Obviously the new method can save 5-10 percent memory (Figure 6 ).
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Figure 6: Detection efficiency



3 Construct Detection Rules It is important to establish a complete and accurate rule library for intrusion detection system based on the rule. The rule library is constructed on attack behaviour characteristics. If its accuracy is not high and the coverage is incomplete, it will seriously affect the performance of IDS and will greatly increase the rate of mistake and failure of IDS. Since we want to realize an IDS based on rule detection in IPV6 environment[8], we have to establish a rule library adapt to IPv6/4 environment. Right now there is not any IDS products adapt to this environment so there is not the rule library adapt to the environment. We analyzed the characteristics of IPv6 and IPv4 and security issues of the IPv6 protocol, drew lessons from the Snort rule description language, design and Construct rules adapt to IPv6 environment.



3.1 Construct the rules adapt to IPv6 According to the existing problems in IPv6, we construct the corresponding rules. Among them: ·EXTERNAL_NET6 ： Denote the external network IPv6 address; ·HOME_NET6：Denote the internal network IPv6 address; ·DHCP_SERVER6_MA ： Denote the multicast address of site or the same institution DHCP server;



·ROUTE_SERVER6_MA: Denote the multicast address of site or the same institution ROUTE server; · HOME_ROUTE6 ： Denote unicast address of local router; ·HOME_NODE_MD ： Denote multicast address of local Chains node.



3.1.1 Rule1 Rule1 is on the rules of detecting the illegal crossvisit attack to internal network multicast address from external network. The Key resources to detect the illegal cross-visit attack to internal network multicast address from external network as following. The multicast address that can be used is: FF05::3 all DHCP servers, FF05::2 all router and so on. We can check RFC Documents 2375 for detail. Alert icmp6 $EXTERNAL_NET6 any  $ROUTE _SERVER6_MA any (msg: "ACCESS ROUTE attempt", classtype: misc-activity; sid:408;rev:5;).



3.1.2 Rules2 Rule2 is on the vrules of detecting the attacks to internal network using ICMPv6 Packet from external. To realize the illegal detection operation to external network using ICMPv6[9] packet. Alert icmp6 $EXTERNAL_NET6 any -> $HOME_NET6 any (msg: "ICMP6 Echo Request"; itype:128; classtype: misc-activity; sid:408; rev:5;). Alert icmp6 $HOME_NET6 any -> $EXTERNAL_NET6 any (msg:"ICMP6 Echo Reply"; itype:129; classtype:misc-activity; sid:408; rev:5;).



3.1.3 Rule3 Rule3 is on the rules of detecting the usage of neighbour found protocols to implement attacks in the internal network. To implement the detection of falsifications of router advertisement, router solicitation, neighbour notification, neighbour solicitation, redirection packet which are made by the illegal nodes to the target nodes in the internal network. Alert icmp6 !$HOME_ROUTE6 any -> $HOME_NET6 any (msg:" Router advertisement attempt"; itype:134;ttl:


Alert icmp6 !$HOME_ROUTE6 any -> $HOME_NODE_MD any (msg:" Router advertisement attempt"; itype:134;ttl:


Alert ip6 $EXTERNAL_NET6 any >$HOME_NET6 any (msg:" Hop-by-Hop extend head "; Ip6_proto:0;classtype:misc-activity; sid:408; rev:5;).



Alert icmp6 $HOME_NET6 any -> $HOME_NET6 any (msg:" Neighbor advertisement attempt"; itype:136;ttl:


Alert ip6 $EXTERNAL_NET6 any >$HOME_NET6 any (msg:" Destination option extend head "; Ip6_proto:60;classtype:misc-activity; sid:408; rev:5 ;).



Alert icmp6 !$HOME_ROUTE6 any -> $HOME_NODE_MD any (msg:" Neighbor advertisement attempt"; itype: 136;ttl:


4 TEST AND ANALYSIS



Alert icmp6 $HOME_NET6 any -> $HOME_NET6 any (msg:" Neighborsolicitation attempt"; itype:135;ttl:


No



Alert icmp6 !$HOME_ROUTE6 any -> $HOME_NET6 any (msg:" Redirect attempt "; itype:137;ttl:


4.1 Simulation Test name



function



Alert ip6 any any -> any any (msg:"Mtu too small"; fragbits:M; pmtu 


Alert icmp6 $EXTERNAL_NET6 any ->$HOME _NET6 any (msg:" PMTU


3.1.6 Rule6 Rule6 is on the rules of detecting the attacks of IPv6 extend head. To detect the attacks caused by the forgery extend head Alert ip6 $EXTERNAL_NET6 any >$HOME_NET6 any (msg:" Routing option extend head "; Ip6_proto:43;classtype:misc-activity; sid:408; rev:5;).
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Target machine D



Stimulate the attacked machine
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Hub E



Network facility



3.1.5 Rule5 Rule5 is on the rules of detecting the attacks to MTU less than 1280 when the maximum path MTU discovery is processing. If we receive the MTU is less than 1280 when we are processing the Path MTU discovery it is likely to be the forgery package by the attacker.
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3.1.4 Rule4 Rule4 is on the rules of detecting the minimum patch is less than 1280.To detect the packet that has patches. If the current packet is not the last one but the packet length is less than 1280.
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Table 1: Environment configuration table



Figure 7: Network structure Test environment is showing in Figure7 and table 1. Through stimulation experiments we can get the conclusion that the system can detect all the known attack types and have no failure report in the definite background flow but there is a certain mistake rate, this is because the rule library we built is not selfcontained and the rule option is not accurate. Otherwise, the system is not adapt to the IPv6/IPv4 dual stack environment but also the pure IPv4



environment. Compared with Snort, under the same condition, the system detection speed is faster and detection accurate is similar to Snort.



4.2 Performance Analysis 4.2.1 Fast detection speed satisfies the highspeed network request System detection engine is based on protocol analysis technology. According to specific environmental requirements, using decision trees dynamically generated match rule trees which are suitable for the load characteristics and using the least rules to detect every packet or event. This can reduce the match time of packet or event and reduce the response time of every packet and improving the detection rate to meet the requirements of high-speed network.



4.2.2 Has a good scalability for large-scale network environment The system is designed and implemented by the modular structure, each module is mutually independence, is one kind of loose coupling relation, so it is very easy to add other modules, then becomes a completed system independently through the configuration, can also be taken in the distributed environment, is suitable to the large-scale network environment.



4.3.3 Reduce the rate of mistake and failure by the upper module Since we use Petri network to establish rule library in upper level, we can reduce the rate of mistake and failure of lower level and increase the reliability of upper level by detecting complicated attacks and correlated attacks by the information integration and alarm correlation technology. This increases the intrusion detection accurate and can reduce the burden of network administrators.



4.3.4 Adapt To both IPv6/IPv4 environment The design of the system utilizes Snort rule library, profits from the correlation technology of Snort to implement the detection method adapt to load characteristics, at the same time, by constructing the rule library adapt to IPv6 environment which is also suitable for IPV4 environment. Our system can satisfy the development request of current network.



4



CONCLUSIONS



We proposed the intrusion detection system framework adapt to load characteristics in IPV6/4 environments and realize the intrusion detection



method adapt to load characteristics. The method is based on the analysis of snort protocol and instructed by some sample traffics， by selecting appropriate rule option fields, taking use of decision tree classification method to make the further subdivision of the rules to establish a rule match tree to load characteristics. Through this method, we use the least rules to detect every packet or event, increase detection efficiency and optimize the system performance. At the same time, through the analysis to security problems of IPv6 environment and using Snort rule description language, we construct the rule library adapt to IPv6 environment and apply it to the system. The experiment result shows the system has high detection speed, good expansibility, lower mistake and failure rate. The system can be used to solve the problems caused by large scale and high speed network and well satisfy the development request of the current network.
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